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Masked Running

By Jane Cudney-Black, ARR WIT Director, RRCA Coach, Strength Trainer, owner JCB Athletics
Why run wearing a mask? Isn’t outdoor running supposed to be safe? Generally, yes – most
experts agree that it’s hard to catch the ’rona when you’re outdoors in areas where there is
air circulating and you can stay at least 6 feet away from other humans. However, there are
a few considerations on the big picture that can’t be ignored.
The NM Department of Health (NMDOH)
currently requires masks to be worn in gyms
and in outdoor spaces, along with social
distancing and hygiene practices (hand
washing). The NMDOH developed these
requirements with guidance from the CDC
and their own internal public health experts.
I won’t argue whether or not this makes us
safer (I am not qualified to do that, you
probably aren’t either), but it is the current
standard we must respect and operate under.
Because this is a standing NMDOH public
health order, individuals can be cited for not
respecting this rule. If a citation is issued,
some employers may refuse to continue to
employ you (full disclosure – I’m one of those
people who could lose my job if I get cited).
There are situations – even outdoors – where
it is difficult to maintain a social distance
from others. Wearing a mask offers some
protection in those scenarios.
Crowd psychology is really important right
now and it will continue to be for a while.
Setting a good example helps others to do the
same. We share an overall goal of reducing
community transmission.
It’s not difficult to run with a mask, especially
the right mask. I’m not the only masked
runner out there. Wearing a mask initially

put a lid on my intensity, but with most racing
canceled, this hasn’t been a big deal. I don’t
need high intensity to maintain or continue to
build fitness. Also I’ve been able to increase
my intensity as I’ve adapted to mask wearing.
It takes time. I slowed my roll at first, but
speedwork is now back on the table.
Right now, any well-fitting mask worn
outdoors for running or walking socially
distant is adequate protection for NM
requirements, even single-layer (it’s not wise
or necessary to wear an N95 mask for running,
for example). Basically anything that controls
the dispersion of aerosol from your mouth is
going to be more effective than not, especially
in conjunction with the other safety measures
we take (hand washing, social distancing,
ritual sacrifice…ok, I’m kidding on that last
one).
Note that the objective with a mask is to direct
your breath through the fabric – poorly fitting
masks will drive your breath up and fog your
glasses, or around your face (to keep your ears
warm). There are a lot of masks out there;
here are some masks I have personally tried
and my brief reviews of them. My reviews are
based on my mileage and my facial
architecture – your nose may vary your fit!
Read Jane's mask reviews on next page

Outdoor Research Adrenaline mask
outdoorresearch.com/us/adrenaline-sports-face-mask-kit-285932

This one has a big ol’ feedbag profile, but really great fit – ear loops plus an
elastic band around the back of the head. The elastic hook is a little fiddly to
get on and off. The mask fabric is rigid enough to stay totally away from my
mouth and nose, and it’s made of super breathy mesh. The shape forces
breathing directly into the mask, and therefore does not fog up my
sunglasses (kind of a big deal). It comes with paper filters you can add, I
would only wear this running without the filter, and I would wear it to the
gym and grocery store with the added filter. I’ve seen some hacks where you
can even cut a KN95 to fit in the interior pocket pretty neatly. So far, this is
my favorite outdoor running mask - single layer protection with a great fit.

Basic buff or neck gaiter

buffusa.com

BuffUSA has the original, there are several neck gaiter type masks out there. Neck gaiters are sweaty
but effective, I find them hard to keep on. I'm not a mask up/down runner, I tend to put a mask on and
keep it on (because it's easier to comply and it's not a big deal). The neck gaiter will make it harder to
get a drink then immediately replace. It doesn't stay up as well as more fitted masks with ear loops or
head straps. I'm not a big fan of the buff – I think it's a bigger PITA than just putting on a mask and
going. Also, my whole face gets spitty when I wear this. It’s single layer protection but not a good fit.

Mission cooling

mission.com/products/adjustable-sport-mask

This mask is super wicking and has a really great fit (ear loops connected with an
elastic band across the back of the head). It smashes my nose a little bit, but it is
not a deal breaker. I get no fabric in the mouth when I breathe, and it looks good.
I would wear this to the gym, the grocery store, running. I have found that this
mask fits better if you have a ponytail, so this may be better for those of us who
can do that. The mask fits snugly enough that my breath is going through the
filter and not fogging my glasses.

Outdoor Research face mask
outdoorresearch.com/us/face-mask-kit-283298

I can get a really good fit wearing this mask, directing my breath through the
mask and not into my sunglasses. I don’t eat fabric with every inhale, and the
mask has a robust shape that stays off my nose and mouth. It’s made of wicking
technical fabric, has adjustable ear loops, and an interior pocket for an additional
paper filter. I would (and do) wear this to the gym, running, to the grocery store.

Buff filter mask
buffusa.com/buff-products/masks/filter-mask/black/126641.999

Very adjustable, super light, you don’t need a ponytail to keep this on. I’ve put
several hundred miles on this mask. I do eat a little fabric with it, and I might
need a new one as it does stretch out with repetitive use and repeated washes.
Recently I got a buff filter mask in junior size, I don’t eat as much fabric in it,
as it’s a tighter fit, but it does smash my nose a little. I would wear this to the
gym if everyone is appropriately socially distanced or if I added the paper filter.
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Zensah Performance face mask
zensah.com/collections/face-coverings/products/performance-face-mask

It’s a pretty good face cover – my breath is forced through the cloth, but it is
only one layer of cloth. Also it’s not adjustable, in my case the cloth is a little
big and I do eat a little cloth on the inhale. If your face is bigger this may not
be a problem for you. I think it’s ok for the gym, easy to wash and dry.

Bottom line: there are lots of good options out there to stay safe and comply with the

current public health order. Everyone is under some stress right now – it’s good to think
about how to make your fellow planet citizens a little safer and take care of yourself too.
The point of mask wearing is to protect yourself and others.

Pandemic Running Places
Here are my favorite locations to mask up and do an easy run.
By Wendy Wiggins
Why do I like these places? I grew up in the middle of nowhere, so I don’t find total isolation interesting. I
really don’t want to think about the pandemic when I’m out for my weekend ‘me time’. The best way for me
to forget about it all is to mask up and go places where other people are masking. Being a caretaker at home
and working with healthcare workers, passing people who don’t show the courtesy to cover their face with a
gaiter puts a damper on my run. Lately, I have observed that masking seems to be the norm in more places.
Here are my top three social and safe running spots for the past year.

Los Poblanos Field/Rio Grande Farm
The fields are located on the North side of
Montano between 4th and Rio Grande. Being
from Indiana, I never thought I'd drive 15
minutes to run around a cornfield.
The community farm is a great place to renew your
faith in humanity. Pretty much everyone is friendly
and masked. Keep your eyes out for the owl box on
the north side of the fields. There’s a nice view of
the mountains from here. A few straggling Sandhill
cranes are still hanging out in the fields.

Forever Young Loop
It’s a short 20-minute drive from the middle of
town, and it still feels ‘out of town’. There are
great views of the mesas. It’s a good place to go if
you want to get some elevation change but don’t
want to do the more heavily trafficked foothills.
The only horse’s ass I’ve seen at Rio Grande Farms
The trailhead fills up with mountain bikers
by 9:00 am or 10:00 am on weekends. The masking rate at the trailhead is mixed, but
you can easily avoid groups going out. The forest road loop road isn’t heavily used.
https://www.abqroadrunners.com/forever-young.html

Candelaria Farms
East of the Rio Grande Nature Center, start on Trellis, and you can get to Duranes Ditch if you run a block
east. This is a short jaunt that can connect with Rio Grande Farms or the bike path to the west when you
reach Montano. There are not a lot of runners and there is a quiet, peaceful vibe with some bustling from
the farm or people doing work on their property and lots of little birds chiming in on your run. 
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